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Slight cool down across California. A cold trough settles in next week producing cooler temperatures. 
Morning drizzle likely through next week with inland valleys well below seasonal norms. Scattered showers 
and thunderstorms continue across Central Mexico. Seasonal temperatures in Northern Mexico warming 
next week. Humid with warm temperatures, showers, and thunderstorms expected across Florida.

WEATHER FORECAST

APPLES Eastern Region shippers have transitioned to stone fruit, imports, etc. Demand 
shifting to the Northwest. In Washington, Smaller fruit (125ct) still tight. Retail 
demand has eased with transitions to stone fruit, cherries, etc. and as schools 
close. As summer progresses some sizes and grades will become unavailable.
Sending APPLE and PEAR orders early will allow best chance of receiving 
requested product with less substitutions.

ASPARAGUS Central Mexico volume improving into August. Bigger sizes becoming more 
available. Less domestic supply towards July. 

AVOCADO California market remains steady with very good demand. Growers taking 
advantage of prices with historically small crop. Low inventory levels in the US 
will push prices higher on all sizes with not relief in sight.

BELL
PEPPERS

Eastern Region supplies steady, but not abundant due to heat. Prices level after 
last week’s big jump. Quality may be spotty depending on shipper.  
Western Region shows good supply of green bell peppers. Red and yellow bell 
peppers are light but good quality, with prices rising due to demand. 

BERRIES Blackberries tighten awaiting full summer volumes. Market remains steady.

Raspberries will be light. Market is firm, higher pricing towards the weekend.

Strawberry supplies very short into July as recent heat raised cull rates to 50%.

Blueberries tightening from late start of Northwest. Quality has been good. 

Mexican markets expected to be di�cult in weeks ahead with extremely short 
supply. Prices continue to increase with no relief soon. Demand exceeds supply. 

COMMODITY UPDATES

CARROTS Overall, market remains steady with good quality. But, rainbow varieties 
gapping into July. Mexican jumbos are tight due to extensive rains. 

BRUSSELS SPROUTS Recent warm weather has brought on yields. Sizing runs smaller. 

BROCCOLI

CAULIFLOWER Recent heat has reduced yields, estimates look tight into July. Quality is 
good with only minor bruising and yellow cast. Weights at 25-28 lbs. 

Recent heat has damaged fields, impacting yields and quality.
Overall quality is fair; slight purpling, mechanical damage, and yellow cast. 
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#1978

fresh peaches #0749/cs.

black plums /cs.

#5182

seasonal picks

PRODUCT:

Fresh apricots /cs.

#4974ZUCCHINI SQUASH /cs.

yellow SQUASH #4975/cs.
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CHILI
PEPPERS

Jalapenos, Pasilla, Anaheim, Serrano, and Tomatilo still at moderate 
volumes. Quality still fair to good with medium to large sizes.

CITRUS Lemon supplies tight on 165’s and smaller. Prices climbing on choice and fancy 
fruit. Quality and shelf life improving with California’s second pick. To be 
cautious, a faster rotation of inventories is recommended.

MELONS Cantaloupe, Honeydew, and Watermelon in good supply with consistent quality. 

GRAPES Quality and availability good as demand is consistent and prices hold. 

KALE Market steady with good supply. Qualify is fair with only occasional yellow leaf.

ONIONS Yellow market rises due to limited supply and demand is active. Red and white 
hold steady. Good quality with some flaky skins. Expect volatile market into July.

PEARS Market still steady. Size substitutions on Green D’Anjous possible through July.

PINEAPPLES Supplies will be tight into mid September. Place orders well in advance for 
best chance of availability. Some size substitution may be necessary.

STONE FRUIT Promotable volumes on peaches, nectarines, and apricots. Market prices still 
steadily dropping. Quality excellent. Plum quality is good with light supply. 

Duties on Mexican imports are directly a�ecting market and will result in
higher costs passed on to customers. Eventual reduction in imports expected. 

Eastern region production improving, but with some quality issues due to rain. 
Better grape tomato sizes. Western region prices steady. Vine Ripe are in good 
supply, Mature Greens limited into July. No significant price change this week. 

TOMATOES

CUCUMBERS Eastern supply out of Georgia winding down. Carolinas are light. Virginia and 
New Jersey at moderate volume. Pricing expected to rise. Quality is holding up.

EGGPLANT Supply is high in eastern region with excellent quality, volume exceeds demand. 
Western region market is steady and quality is good, supply increase expected.

SQUASH Eastern supply is spread out and pricing is trending higher through into July. 
Western market could increase on soft squash due to hotter temperatures. 
Supplies and quality still good on Italian. Yellow is tighter with fair quality.

LETTUCE Iceberg demand exceeds supply due to damaged crops and lower yields. Common 
defects include big vein, misshapen heads, insect damage, pu�ness, and mechan-
ical. Expect light supplies, increased pricing, and fair quality. Romaine, green and 
red leaf, and butter are similar with twisting and fringe burn also reported. Tender 
Leaf is tight and quality remains fair with yellowing and bruising of leaves.

POTATOES Supply on larger size 40-70 counts still limited. Demand shifting to 80 count. 
Expect prices to inch up into August. Overall quality good, some lots showing 
shoulder bruising and hollow heart. Color potato markets rise from light supply. 

Western market expected to remain strong. Quality is good out of Mexico.

Lime supply is improving each week. Supplies continue to peak on 175’s and 
smaller, but are limited on sizes 110’s through 150’s. 
Oranges see overall good quality. Navels wind down and Valencias improve. 
Delite Mandarins supply declining. Bloods, Golden Nuggets, Ojai Pixies look fair.

Some defects include bowing, leafy tops, growth crack, and mechanical.
CELERY Market is softer. Expect better availability and lower prices.

CILANTRO Recent heat has lowered yields. Quality is largely good with occasional yellow 
leaf. Market still expected to be volatile into next week. 

COMMODITY UPDATES

California seaons is done. Washington ramps up with cherries available, but 
volume will dip slightly due to transition from Chelan to Bing. 

CHERRIES

cherry tomatoes #4860
on the vine

/cs.

green kale #3179PRODUCT: /cs.

HERB DE PROVENCE #51823pk.

swiss chard #4370/cs.

seasonal picks

FRESH CHERRIES #1557/cs.

#1893/bg.

Heirloom tomatoes #1589/cs.

fresh basil #1612/1#PRODUCT:


